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Log of Hours - Outside of Class

Date  Description      Hours

Sept 28 Create Slack Workspace    1.00
Sept 30 Brainstorm Concepts     0.50
Oct 7  Match up chapters and artifacts   0.50
Oct 7  Inspiration and brainstorm ideas for inserts  0.50
Oct 10  Gather fonts       2.00
Oct 10  Send more inspiration images for moodboard 0.50
Oct 11  Find Color Scheme(s)     0.50
Oct 12  Organize Color Schemes    0.75
Oct 12  Select Fonts to choose from    0.50
Oct 16  Read story      0.50
Oct 16  Brainstorm chapter titles    0.50
Oct 16  Assign color schemes to chapters and artifacts 1.50
Oct 20  Field Trip - look at paper choices at print shops 1.50
Oct 23  Look through lead type in prod room   1.50
Oct 24  Update color scheme and artifact organization 0.50
Oct 25  Print sample pages of layouts for class check-in 0.50
Oct 30  Thumbnails for nametag artifact   0.50
Nov 5  Make simplified 'logo' for use on some artifacts 0.50
Nov 5  Work on layouts in ID     1.75
Nov 16  Make PDF file to test print colors on our paper 0.25
Nov 20  Finalize nametag design    0.50
Nov 21  Print nametags     0.50
Nov 26  Arrange illustrations in book pages, make edits 2.00
Nov 28  Work on Colophon     1.00
Nov 29  Make Asana Workspace     1.00
Nov 29  Adjust weight of brackets up to 1pt   0.25
Dec 2  Finalize Book Pages     1.00
Dec 2  Create ID doc for print      3.50
Dec 4  Update Colophon     0.25
Dec 6  Print Pages of book     4.00
Dec 10  Personal Process book    4.00
Dec 11  Final cut and gluing of books    1.50
  Total       35.75

This is my log of hours worked outside of class. 



Inspiration and Brainstorming

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 -
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.

Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 -
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
note: images are not
original! just insp/
placeholders



Outline of SpaceBook: Artifacts, Color Schemes, and Chapters
I created a Google Doc to keep track of the color schemes that I 
assigned to chapters and artifacts, as well as to track what printing 
methods we planned to use for each artifact. To select the color 
schemes, I used a book of color schemes that SJ let me borrow. I also 
planned to document the paper, dimensions, and typefaces used in 
each artifact, in preparation for the Colophon of the book. Most people 
did not tell me what they used until near the end of the project, so I did 
not really end up documenting those things in this document. Shown 
here is the planned color and printing information for chapters and 
artifacts - not necessarily the final printing methods. 

Title: The Cosmonaut/The Explorer/Asclepius - No title

Pop-Up - Mouse
Color Scheme: ORANGE RED (Killing Me Softly)
Print Method: Laser Cut and 

Introduction

I 
Color scheme: BLUE (Blue Fader)
Artifact: Ship blueprint - SJ
Artifact color scheme: GREEN + ORANGE (Greenspot Nudibranch) 
Print Method: Epson Workforce VF-7100

II 
Color scheme: RED ORANGE  (Killing Me Softly)
Artifact: Receipt/Invoice - Leiya
Artifact color scheme: Your choice
Print Method: Letterpress

III 
Color scheme: RED PURPLE (Mixed Berries)
Artifact: Star Map - Burch
Artifact color scheme: TEAL + PURPLE (Sillysistic)
Print Method: Laser Jet

IV 
Color scheme: GREEN (F r i d a y Heart)
Artifact: Organic Material (?? or something else?) - Chris
Artifact color scheme: Your choice 
Print Method: Mechanical press (?) 

V 
Color scheme: RED (Pit & Pendulum)
Artifact: Propaganda - Marina
Artifact color scheme: two choices 
   RED + YELLOW + GRAY (First Century Jeans)
   RED + BLUE (Aka I Kutsu)
Print Method: HP Color LaserJet 5550n

VI 
Color scheme: YELLOW (Love Never Dies.)  
Artifact: ID Badge - Frances
Artifact color scheme: BLACK + YELLOW (Revelation)
Print Method: Datacard CD800

VII 
Color scheme: PURPLE (Soft Push)
Artifact: Mission Guide - Luke
Artifact color scheme: ORANGE + INDIGO (Blue Morpho Butterfly)
Print Method: Epson Stylus Pro 3880

Colophon



Fonts / Typography

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Bold
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Black
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Din Light 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Medium Capitals
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Bold
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Eureka Sans Regular 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Silom Regular 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - SemiBold
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Bold
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Gill Sans Light 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Demi
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Bold
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Rift Light 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 -
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 -
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Futura book 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 -
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 -
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Europa Light 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 -
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 -
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Courier Regular 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Rift Soft Demi 12pt

In order to select the font we used in the body of our book, I gathered 
all of the typefaces available to us and presented them to the team in 
this format. From these, we selected Meta Light. We experimented with 
the tracking, and the point size. Eventually, we landed on 0 tracking and 
10 point font for the content of our book. 
For the artifacts, I wanted to allow the team members to express their 
creativity so I did not select typefaces for them. Many of the typefaces 
used in the artifacts were drawn from this selection I made. 

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Black Capitals
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Normal Roman
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Meta Hairline 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 -
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Heavy
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Avenir Light 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Bold
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Medium Italic
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
ITC Mendoza Roman Book 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Bold
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Bold Slanted
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Letter Gothic Std Medium 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Condensed
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - 
Bold Extended 2
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Eurostile Medium 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 -
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 -
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
OCR A Std 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Black
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - Condensed Semibold
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. Light Italic
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.4
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.8
-
-
Proxima Nova Thin 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - SquareBlack
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - SquareExtraLight
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
QTypeOT SquareBook 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - 0557
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 - 0456
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Hooge0655 12pt

Space Exploration Date 70816.34.8 - Slanted
-
-
I turned around at the moon of Planet 786.54
after finding smooth rocks covered in 
a dangerous slime mold that gave my 
Arbinau a bad cough.
-
-
-
Space Exploration Date 70816.36.3 -
-
-
Another day, another space rock. Maybe
I’ll find something tasty to eat soon. Getting 
tired of these crumbling ‘pastries’ that are 
more like cardboard. I’m told they’re 
nutritious so I keep getting them. Looking for-
ward to the sapphire caves on Planet 655.03. 
-
-
-
-
Orator Medium 12pt



Note-taking for the Group

I made sure to document everything that we worked on in class as a 
group. I created our Slack workspace. I took photos of what we wrote 
on the white boards to post to our Slack, wrote down in Slack what our 
next steps or homework was, and took notes of what we decided or 
discussed while in class. 

Mid-Quarter Check-In: I printed and prepared everything shown in class this day.



Notes From Class



Artifact
While brainstorming ideas for artifacts, I considered interesting or 
surprising printing methods that might improve the experience of 
reading our book. I work at the Western Card Office, so I know that it 
is possible to order nametags, as long as a department with a billing 
code requests them. So, for my artifact, I created 9 nametags that are 
printed on plain white 2.1” x 3.4” PVC cardstock, printed on a Datacard 
CD800 card printer. I chose to use Officina Serif and Letter Gothic in my 
nametag. 
From my prior knowledge of the capabilities of the card office software 
and hardware, I chose not to utilize any bleeding images, because 
the printer is not capable of printing perfectly to the edge. I also knew 
that it was possible to create a bar code in the card design software, 
IDCentre Designer.
I also made a simplified “logo” that several of us used in our artifacts, 
based off of the cover illustration that Chris made. 

IDCentre Designer
IDCentre Production



Foil Stamping
I looked through all of the available cases of 
lead type with SJ, and we selected our favorites 
from them. We used the lead type to foil stamp 
the roman numerals on the chapter pages of the 
book. To the right is the font we chose to go with. 
It is from an unmarked case of a Condensed 
Sans Serif font, and we chose to use the 42 
point size. I foil stamped with Chris and Luke. 
We ran into a problem where the foil would not 
stick to the paper well when the characters were 
close together, so we put spacers between them 
sometimes. We also found that it was best to 
hold the press for ~15-25 seconds. I figured out 
how to hook up the roll of foil in the machine 
so that it would aut0-advance after each press, 
which helped to speed up the process.

Title / Description 

Above are some test prints. Sometimes the foil 
would not stick, as seen on the top right. Other 
times, it would stick too much, as seen on the top 
left. Middle left shows the foil colors I chose to use 
for each chapter. The foil colors match the color 
of each chapter. To the left is the page that we 
used to keep track of which chapters needed to be 
printed on one signature, and how many we had 
successfully printed. Above is me! 



Paper Specs / Sheet Size 

I made several rounds of calculations for the paper. I made several 
mistakes. I first forgot about grain direction. Then, I learned that I forgot 
about printing margins/bleed and room to cut. Then, I learned that 
the printers could not print on sheets as small as I had planned - they 
needed sheets to be at least letter sized. This meant that we did not 
order nearly enough of our desired paper. We had to be very stingy with 
test printing and cutting sheets to size and printing! 
Also, I went on the field trip to check out our paper options.



Work on Book Pages
Once the content of the story was created and paragraphs were 
assigned to pages, I began work on designing the pages of the book. 
Because each chapter was given a color scheme of 6 colors, I began by 
organizing the colors in tidy swatch folders. From each chapter’s color 
scheme, I made each chapter’s text an appropriate color. I put brackets 
on the paragraphs and made sure the pages were correctly numbered 
and in order. I tried out different weight brackets, and different size text. 
I experimented with different styles to communicate a short passage is 
from the Cosmonaut’s journal. I used a column system to organize the 
layout of the text so each is the same width. Once Chris completed the 
illustrations (wow! so many! thank you Chris!!) I adjusted the layouts 
again to make sure the illustrations made sense on the page they were 
on. SJ helped me out by gathering captions for each illustration, and 
Leiya helped by gathering each person’s artifact information for the 
Colophon.



Print Document

Test Print Page

INTRO AND COLOPHON The planet Aslcepius has found balance and 
prosperity since the war; societies are rebuilding and reconnecting.

I The planet Aslcepius has found balance and prosperity since the war; 
societies are rebuilding and reconnecting.

II The planet Aslcepius has found balance and prosperity since the war; 
societies are rebuilding and reconnecting.

III The planet Aslcepius has found balance and prosperity since the war; 
societies are rebuilding and reconnecting.

IV The planet Aslcepius has found balance and prosperity since the war; 
societies are rebuilding and reconnecting.

V The planet Aslcepius has found balance and prosperity since the war; 
societies are rebuilding and reconnecting.

VI The planet Aslcepius has found balance and prosperity since the war; 
societies are rebuilding and reconnecting.

From the pages of the book, I created a document of sheets to print. I 
determined the print sheet size, which pages needed to go on which 
signatures, and how many times those pages needed to be printed to 
make at least 9 books. We ran into the problem that we didn’t have 
enough paper, so I created two print documents. One for sheets 13” x 
19”, which had 2 signatures on it, as well as for sheets 9” x 19” which 
had 1 signature on it. By doing this, I maximized our speckled paper, 
leaving as little as possible wasted. 
We began printing on the Epson Workforce WF-711. We printed 1 book 
on this printer in class. The next day, though, it was broken and Luke 
and I printed the rest of the books on the HP OfficeJet Pro K8600. 
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The Cosmonaut awakes as the 
spacecraf t  dangerously gains 

acceleration toward a planet.  
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Cryopod

11

Excerpt taken from Cosmonaut’s 
journal, undated:

“Gizmo has proven to be more valuable 
of an asset on my journey. I told Giz of 
my mission to find the fabled Healers of 
Asclepius, and he pulled out an intricate 
map of the stars.”
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Asclepius was once a diverse and 
thriving planet. The Healers worked 
tirelessly to uphold the peace 
among citizens with their powers, 
mending not only physical wounds 
but emotional as well. 

C
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Asclepius was once a diverse and 
thriving planet. The Healers worked 
tirelessly to uphold the peace 
among citizens with their powers, 
mending not only physical wounds 
but emotional as well. 

C
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Then came the r iots;  radicals 
began to believe Healers were 
brainwashing all living beings to 
complacency. They found ways to 
drain energy sources, forcing the 
Healers to grow weak, until there 

were almost none left. 

Asclepian Radicalist
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Then came the r iots;  radicals 
began to believe Healers were 
brainwashing all living beings to 
complacency. They found ways to 
drain energy sources, forcing the 
Healers to grow weak, until there 

were almost none left. 

Asclepian Radicalist
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 We will be forever grateful.  
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 We will be forever grateful.  

C
hapter 7 Spread

9” x 19” Single Signature

13” x 19” Double Signature

Printing

I used these pages of my notebook as a guide when 
creating the print document. I used page numbers 
to make assembly and binding less confusing, and 
applied crop marks only to the odd pages so that any 
misalignment from printing would not show. 



Western Washington University
Design 351
Tuesday/Thursday 2-5 PM
Fall 2017


